
Community Health Choice
needed to scale CX for open
enrollment



Caring for the sick

Access to accurate healthcare information can be the
difference between life and death. 

CX is more than just a passing concern for Community
Health Choice. Since 1997, the local, nonprofit, managed
care provider has served patients in Texas with affordable
and no-cost insurance plans. 

Embracing the proverbial “bedside manner,” CHC wanted
to make sure patients felt listened to throughout their
healthcare experience. 

But their old-fashioned, touch-tone menu for callers was
on life-support. 
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Scaling for open enrollment

There’s one time a year when people suddenly need
healthcare information all at once: open enrollment. 

During that time, there’s a sudden influx of people calling
for information about plan eligibility. With 460,000
members and 4,150 primary care providers in its network,
the rush of demand for CX support led to congestion. 

Patients faced long wait times on hold; call center agents
were overburdened trying to take care of everyone all at
once. 

To properly flex CX to accommodate this variability, CHC
needed to empower patients with a better self-service
option. 
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Listening to patients
CHC needed its Interactive Voice Response system to understand
what patients were saying. 

That meant adding Automatic Speech Recognition, a technology
that translates spoken language into text computers can process. 

Having already run into limitations with the touch-tone IVR, the last
thing CHC wanted was to box itself in with an inflexible ASR platform. 

LumenVox offered a composable CX solution. CHC could deploy
LumenVox’s ASR on premises, and later migrate it to the Cloud
provider of its choice when they were ready. 

Unlike other ASR providers, LumenVox didn’t impose rigid software
licensing restrictions that didn’t account for the variable peaks and
troughs of call volumes, or upcharge for overage fees during busy
times like open enrollment. 

Choosing LumenVox over Microsoft-owned Nuance was just what
the doctor ordered. 
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“The LumenVox
software suite
made it easy to
migrate the new
application from
the test
environment and
deploy to
production.” 

Darrell Perry
Sr. Communications
Manager for CHC



The flexibility of composable CX 
CHC composed its new speech-enabled IVR stack from best-in-class providers:  
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Avaya Aura Experience Portal: Connects voice and
multimedia applications and services. 

ConvergeOne: Provides cloud infrastructure and
manages complete project lifecycle. 

LumenVox: Offers the best ASR engine for natural
language processing. 

Composable CX: A platform that combines pieces of the solution
from multiple providers to offer a better, more agile tech stack. 
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                            self-service coverage

                            increase in customer satisfaction scores

               Multilingual for Spanish-speaking members

The cure for what ails call centers  

“It is now easy
for us to make
changes to the
application if we
need to add a
new menu
based on
customer
feedback.” 

Darrell Perry
Sr. Communications
Manager for CHC

The new speech-enabled IVR was up-and-running in less than 8
months and CHC saw an immediate ROI. 

Now patients could get information outside of the 8am-7pm window
when the call center was staffed by live agents. CHC’s many Spanish-
speaking patients could ask for help in their native language thanks
to LumenVox’s multiple ASR language support. 

Best of all, CHC could control its own destiny and adapt the IVR
system to accommodate patient needs in the future.
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Request a demo today to see how we can
save your customers time and money. 

Looking to build 
next generation
voice experiences?

Book a demo

LVsales@lumenvox.com +1 (858) 707-7700

Contact
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How you can benefit
from better IVR with
speech technology 

LumenVox is the leading provider of automated
speech recognition technologies. The LumenVox
ASR engine relies on Deep Neural Networks to
understand what customers are communicating,
no matter how they speak. LumenVox’s suite of
services includes speech recognition, answering
machine detection, automated transcription, and
identity verification. 

Why LumenVox?
Better ROI

Lower TCO

More Flexible

https://www.lumenvox.com/demo/
https://www.lumenvox.com/contact/
https://www.facebook.com/LumenVox/
https://twitter.com/LumenVox/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lumenvox
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe3Gq1lw94FjwDmy6aGVn_A
https://www.lumenvox.com/

